A cultivation sites tour of the world-renowned Japanese bonsai

Kagawa/Takamatsu-city

＜Language Support＞

＜Introduction＞
Experience pruning a bonsai worth more than 1,000,000 yen!
Bonsai was introduced into Japan from China. However, over the years, it has become established as one of Japan’s
own traditional practices. In recent years, the artistic value is becoming more recognised all around the world. With
customers coming from all over the world, Takamatsu City is famously known as Japan’s number one bonsai producer.
Here, you can visit the bonsai plantations, learn about the experience of planting, pruning and how to grow them.

■ Languages Available
■ Japanese ■ English □ Chinese □ Other

■ Interpreter available
■ Yes □ No

■ Guide information
English speaking local guide (extra fee)

■ Language Translation Tool

＜Other Plan Information＞
＜What you will experience＞※３points

1. Learn the basics of bonsai from the producers (Bonsai Plantations
Tour)
Visit the bonsai plantations where usually only the buyers can enter.
With the workers as your guide, hear about the story of growing bonsai.

2. Experience bonsai cultivation yourself (Bonsai Replanting
Experience)
See the replanting work that is essential for making the best bonsai, and get
involved in what makes bonsai so expensive.

3. Learn the art of pruning bonsai (Bonsai Pruning Experience)
Experience the skill and excitement of actually pruning a valuable bonsai
(1,000,000 yen or more), an experience what most people can only dream of.

＜Reservation Information＞
■ Operating Period

■ Operation Frequency

This tour is for the winter season (November to March is
Once a day
recommended), otherwise the content is subject to change,
■ Number of people (Maximum/Minimum)
so please consult us.
Up to 6 people (1 person minimum)
■ Time required
※The number of participants doesn’t affect the price
Time required: 3 hours
Starting time: 13:00

＜Meeting point and access＞
■ Access by public transportation
・ 7 minutes train ride from JR Takamatsu Station to
JR Kinashi Station
・ 1 minute walk from JR Kinashi Station

■ Meeting point and address
・ Kitatani Yoseien Garden
36-1, Kinashichō Fujii, Takamatsu, Kagawa

■ Participant Requirements
・ Person who is 18 years old and over
■ Cancellation Policy
・7 days before 30％

・3 days before 50％

・The same day 100％

■ Precautionary considerations
・ Please bring warm clothes as it is cold in winter.
・ Boots will be provided, but please note that you may get dirty.
・ Please note that there are very expensive bonsai trees on the premises, so please handle them with care.
■ In case of bad weather, emergency, delay or no show
・ If for any reasons, participants should be late for more than 15 minutes without contacting us, we will treat it
as a cancellation on the day (cancellation fee: 100%).
・ Even in rainy weather, the tour might take place, but if the tour is cancelled, we will contact you by the day
before and there will be no cancellation fee.
■ Insurance Support
(Plan to join)
■ Inventory Management
□ Yes ■ No
■ Support hours
9:00 ～ 18:00
■ Inquiry email address (company/person in charge)
inbound@anabukitravel.jp
Anabuki Travel /Person in charge: Mr. Han

＜Package Information＞
■Price (Tax excluded)
Contact us for pricing

■ Options／Price（Tax excluded）

■What’s Included
The fees include fares for material, reward, private shuttle car, insurance.
■What’s Not Included
・Transportation expenses to and from the meeting point.

